1 SOCIAL NETWORKS page 4
- Auxiliary verbs
- Past participles
- Reflexive pronouns
- Relationships
- Phrasal verbs
- Functional language: small talk
- Speaking task: offering solutions
- Writing bank: a question-and-answer post

2 EXPERTS page 14
- The present
- Used to do/used to doing
- Health
- Medicine
- ...ever
- Speaking task: a blog post giving advice

3 SURVIVAL page 14
- Narrative tenses
- Adverbs
- Survival
- Talking about danger
- Weather
- Functional language: giving warnings
- Speaking task: being supportive

4 REINVENTION page 18
- Present perfect or past simple?
- Present perfect simple or continuous?
- Uses of the -ing form
- Functional language: complaining
- Writing task: an informal email

5 FOOD FOR THOUGHT page 48
- Future forms
- Clauses
- Future continuous
- Future perfect
- Functional language: checking understanding
- Writing bank: a wiki

6 THAT’S ENTERTAINMENT page 38
- The passive voice
- Have something done
- Entertainment
- Noun-building suffixes
- Computer games
- Speaking task: describing a dish

7 SOCIETY AND YOU page 72
- Past modals: should have/ could have
- Past modals: speculation & deduction
- Functional language: criticizing
- Speaking task: a message board

8 CRIME AND PUNISHMENT page 82
- If sentences: imagined situations (1)
- Wishes & regrets
- If sentences: imagined situations (2), mixed time frames
- Speaking task: giving an opinion

9 LUCK AND FORTUNE page 92
- Adding emphatic cleft sentences with a
- Making comparisons
- Modifying comparisons
- Good luck charms
- Speaking task: a short talk

10 VALUE FOR MONEY page 106
- Either... or/Neither... nor
- Articles
- Listening task: a blog about bargain hunting
- Relative clauses
- Sentence stress
- So & well

11 TECHNOLOGY page 116
- Relative clauses
- So/Such
- Talking about ideas & inventions
- Describing gadgets
- Inventions
- Speaking task: a survey report

12 OUT OF THE ORDINARY page 126
- Reporting verbs
- Review: perfect & continuous
- Experiences
- Speaking task: discussing pros & cons
- Sentence stress
- Intonation: showing interest

13 FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE: SHOWING INTEREST page 135
- Writing task: a review
- Review D, units 10–12
- Bring it together 10, 11 & 12